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Pleasure in Progress

Our changing relationship with pleasure
and the antidote to the dopamine deficit
It was just over 100 years ago that the
world finally started to recover from
1918-20 Spanish Flu; a prolonged period of
hardship that triggered some major shifts
in consumer behaviour; one of these being
the embrace of freedom.
As we start seeing light at the end of the
long Covid-19 tunnel, the parallels between
what happened then and what’s about to
happen are becoming clear.
The past year has been painful for
everyone. But pain and pleasure are
intertwined – this link is rooted in human
biology. Therefore, after this painful period,
we are now eager anticipate the pleasure.

Our collective dopamine deficit is palpable.
The world is in need of a good time.
But as we come out of the other side, we
see two different social realities emerging.
In the first, a significant part of society
will actively reject any constraint to their
personal freedom. In the other, there is
a cohort for whom lockdown created a
permanent shift in behaviour, causing
them to hold onto newly acquired habits.
It’s all set for a split in the market between
hedonistic and restrained consumer
behaviour, at least in the short to medium
term. In the next slides, you will find two
key insights on each one of these new
consumer typologies.
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The Serious
Business of Pleasure
After a year of anxiety and restriction, the desire
to let loose is widespread. Consumers are eager
to shake off their worries and responsibilities.
They want to escape, and as a result, some of
their pre-pandemic concerns such as diversity,
sustainability and money will take the back seat.

OPPORTUNITY:
- Facilitate escape
- Create the ultimate reward

Did you know...
Bookings for live
events in the UK are up

250%
(Source: The Guardian)

32%
of consumers globally
expect to spend more
when out with friends.

(Source: Nestlé)

Hedonistic Consumer

Ben & Jerry x WhistlePig
Ben & Jerry’s collaborated with WhistlePig
to create a new ice cream that brings
together two indulgences: ice cream and
whiskey. They describe the new ice cream
as an ‘over-the-top cocktail of flavours’.

L’Orbe Caviar Vodka

L’Orbe is a caviar-infused vodka taking
the idea of super-premium vodka to
a whole new level. It’s the 1st in a
collection of gastronomic variations
around clear spirits that brings together
the very best in food and drink.

GHOST

GHOST is a new high-luxury ‘gym’ in NYC
at the intersection of health and hospitality.
By day, it’s a gym with sleek equipment and
seriously luxurious interiors. By night, it’s
a clubhouse, with a performance space and
plenty of room to socialise.

Hedonistic Consumer

KitKat Chocolatory

KitKat isn’t afraid of flavour experimentation
or stepping into a realm of luxury deserts.
With 14 unique flavours, their latest release
combines the two for a range of premium
Japanese-made chocolates made exclusively
for Hong Kong.

Shake-It Mixers

Shake-It Mixer is a modern classic cordial
mixer, crafted in Copenhagen in 2020.
With seven flavours to choose from, their
ethos is helping to create excitement
and memorable moments through easy,
inspirational, and great tasting cocktails.
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Adventures in Pleasure
At the height of the pandemic, people were
buying heritage brands they could trust.
Now, they have caution fatigue.
So when the uncertainty is over, they will throw
caution to the wind and seek opportunities to
step out of their comfort zones.

OPPORTUNITY:
- Encourage discovery
- Create the excitement of newness

Did you know...

83%

of consumers in the UK will
ditch lockdown shopping habits.

(Source: ONS)

80%

of UK holidaymakers intend on
booking an adventure holiday in
the next year.

(Source: Travolution)

Hedonistic Consumer

Kiva
Confections

Kiva Confections focuses on alternative
ways to consume cannabis. Their
latest release is Lost Farm; a brand of
gummies that pairs fruit flavours with
different cannabis strains to enhance the
experience and encourage exploration.

Small Giants
Cracker Bites

Launched last week, Small Giants is
baking gourmet crackers with cricket
flour. Edible insects are predicted to be
an $8bn sector by 2030, offering novelty
and producing up to 99% less emissions
than traditional sources of protein.

Pudu Pudu
Pudding

Owned by Dr. Oetker, ‘pudu pudu pudding’
offers a new dessert experience that takes
consumers on a flavourful adventure,
transforming pudding into edible art. The
pudding gallery includes ‘pieces’ such as
Butterfly In The Sky, Midnight Mischief and
Giggle In The Dark.

Hedonistic Consumer

SLICE OF SAUCE

SLICE OF SAUCE has created a new way to
enjoy condiments, without a soggy bun. The
perfectly portioned mess-free ways to add
flavour are made with premium ingredients
via a unique dehydration process.

Little Moons

Little Moons makes chewy mochi treats in
flavours like Alphonso Mango, Himalayan
Salted Caramel and Honey Roasted Pistachio.
They’ve gone viral on tiktok, and their sales
have risen by 700% since December 2020.
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The Pleasure
of Learning
Many people are coming out on the other side
of this crisis with new found passions. And as
they reignite their social life off-screen, they
will prioritise products and experiences with
an element of self-discovery or self-reflection.
Their pleasure now lies in the fulfilment of
their own potential – in self-actualising.

OPPORTUNITY:
- Put learning and self-improvement at
the heart of your product experience

Did you know...

22%
of people in the UK have
taken up a new pastime
during lockdown.

(Source: The Health Work Company)

35%

claim to have rediscovered
an old pastime.

(Source: The Health Work Company)

Restrained Consumer

Chocolate
Ecstasy Tours

Usually specialising in live tours of London’s
best chocolatiers, Chocolate Ecstasy Tours
have been selling chocolate tasting kits with
carefully curated chocolates from around
the UK. Each kit comes with a tasting wheel
and a guide to educate consumers.

War Paint
The Manual

War Paint has created a makeup manual
for men that shares tips and tricks for
applying products. The Manual From
War Paint is devoted to helping men
feel more comfortable wearing and
experimenting with cosmetics.

Siggi Palate
Training Kit

Siggi’s has released a ‘Palate Training Kit’
to encourage consumers to participate in a
series of guided experiments to gain a better
understanding of flavours. The consumer
should become more aware of sugar usage
and start reducing their own sugar intake.
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Pleasure in
Moderation
Some consumers took matters into their own
hands, especially in relation to their physical
and mental wellbeing. They believe the way
they feel is up to no one but themselves and
will continue to look for less harmful ways
to indulge. For them pleasure comes from
taking control.

OPPORTUNITY:
- Allow consumers to take control
of their own indulgences

Did you know...

65m

The Headspace app was
downloaded over a record
65m times last year.

(Source: Tech Crunch)

25%

of consumers carefully plan
their weekly indulgences.
(Source: Mintel)

Restrained Consumer

1906 High Love
Chocolates

High Love is a chocolate brand combining
micro-doses of cannabis with natural,
passion-inducing ingredients such as muira
puama (the ‘Viagra of the Amazon’) and
damiana (an ancient Aztec aphrodisiac).

La Prairie’s Platinum
Rare Haute-Rejuvenation
Protocol
La Prairie unveiled a new, luxurious
skincare solution designed to be used only
4 times a year. This is occasional pampering
instead of the usual emphasis on daily care.

Veryvell Drops

Veryvell Drops are water-soluble cannabis
extracts that give consumers complete
control over how they feel. All they need to do
is to pick a drop that matches their desired
mood and tweak the dosage accordingly.
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The Serious
Business of Pleasure
OPPORTUNITY:

The Pleasure
of Learning

OPPORTUNITY:

- Facilitate escape
- Create the ultimate reward

- Put learning and self-improvement at
the heart of your product experience

Adventures
in Pleasure
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OPPORTUNITY:
- Encourage discovery
- Create the excitement of newness

Pleasure in
Moderation

OPPORTUNITY:

- Allow consumers to take control
of their own indulgences

Missouri Creative is a design and creative agency.

GET IN TOUCH

We believe insight is the foundation for everything we do. Whether
on-line, on pack, in-store, on-shelf or at home, we understand how
through memorable, emotive design and communication, brands
can create impact where it matters most - where the brand meets
the consumer. Missouri’s philosophy is ‘Don’t tell me, show me’.
Why? Because we believe brands that Show Me will rule the world.

Honor de Winton, Business Development
honor.dewinton@missouri-creative.com

We have extensive experience in:
- Brand Strategy
- Brand World
- Packaging
- Point of Sale
- Brand Activations
- Serve Rituals
We’d love to SHOW YOU.

Missouri Creative
7.02 The Tea Building
56 Shoreditch High Street
London, E1 6JJ
United Kingdom
P: +44 (0)207 749 2605
www.missouri-creative.com
@wearemissouri
@WeRMissouri

All sourced imagery, logos, and brands are property of their respective
owners and used in this webinar for identification purposes only.

